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PEO GCS maintains a total Army perspective in managing the development, acquisition, testing, systems integration, product improvement, and fielding that places the best ground combat systems in the hands of our soldiers.
Program Priorities

- Support our soldiers and the GWOT
- Modularity, Reset, Recap
- Spiral Integration
- Ground Combat Investment/Modernization and Sustainment Strategy
- Balance long-term goals and objectives and near-term challenges

NONE OF THESE ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
Army Requirements

Army Campaign Plan

1. Support Global Operations
2. Adapt and Improve Total Army Capabilities
3. Optimize Reserve Component Contributions
4. Sustain Right All Volunteer Force
5. Adjust Global Footprint
6. Build the Future Force
7. Adapt Institutional Army
8. Develop Joint, Interdependent Logistics Structure

Army Mandates and Fleet Sustainment Requirements

- Safety Fixes
- Resolve Obsolescence
- National Level RESET
- CSA Directed Armor Improvements
- FCS SpinOut
- Drive to Common Configuration Baseline across the fleet
- Resolve Existing ORD Shortfalls

Nested Requirements Mapped to ACP Drive Objective Fleet